HOW THE CESSATION OF HOSTILITIES AND LAYING DOWN OF ARMS OF THE FARC WILL TAKE PLACE

Day D
December 1

Day D+1
Endorsement Final Agreement
- Announcement and commencement of the 'CFA'
- Tripartite Monitoring and Verification Mechanism (MVM) Operative

Day D+5
Reorganization of the Public Law Enforcement Authorities units

Day D+7
The relocation of the FARC, with their weapons, to the Transitory Rural Settlement Normalization Zones, begins

Day D+10
Transport of heavy weaponry, militia's weaponry, grenades and ammo.

Day D+30
Storage of heavy weaponry, grenades and ammunition, and militia's weaponry in designated containers under the exclusive control of the IC-MVM

Day D+60
Destruction of unstable weaponry

Day D+90
Collection and storage in the designated containers of 30% of the total weaponry

Day D+120
Collection and storage in the designated containers of a further 30% of the total weaponry

Day D+150
Collection and storage in the designated containers of the remaining 40% of the total weaponry. At this point, a full 100% of weaponry will have been collected

Day D+180
Completion of the operation of the Transitory Rural Settlement Normalization Zones, the disarmament process and the Bilateral and Definitive Ceasefire and Cessation of Hostilities.

*TRSNNZ: Transitory Rural Settlement Normalization Zones
*MVM: Monitoring and Verification Mechanism
*IC-MVM: International Component of the Monitoring and Verification Mechanism
*BDC: Bilateral and Definitive Ceasefire and Cessation of Hostilities, and Disarmament